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boyants, exchanging experiences—either of their mistresses
or of their lovers of the previous night—now and again
easting an eye at their pale charges running about with their
own bronze youngsters in the park. If it's a wet da\% they
will be sitting about in the bandstand—where the thwarted
IPitavy conducted his convict band to the horror of righteous
people—chatting away, and taking care that their charges
don't wander out beyond the confines of the bandstand to
get wet in the park.
At 11 a.m. the town has a brief moment of extreme
liveliness as bicycles and motor cars pour along the main
.streets, bearing their owners home to lunch. Lunch follows
the established French procedure. From the simplest home
to the best hotel, it consists of hors d'oeuvres, a light meat or
fish dish, vegetables served separately, main meat dish, a
few leaves of 'salade' soused in vinegar and oil, a piece of
cheese and a cup of black coffee. One has the impression
of eating a tremendous amount, because of the number of
courses, but as these are usually just impressions of courses,
one doesn't eat so much after all.
One thing that surprises most visitors to Noumea is that
very little use is made by Europeans of the native foods.
In fact one has the feeling that there is the same absurd
objection to eating native food in New Caledonia as there
is in eating coolie food—rice—in the rice-growing countries.
Jn Tahiti it is to a large extent the same. The best foods
of the island are despised by most of the white population as
"nigger food/ and even the natives themselves often prefer
to buy some patent food rather than use the natural island
products.
Restaurant proprietors in Noumea apologize if they have
to serve sweet potatoes, instead of the imported potatoes
from Australia. Meat, including imported pork, is eaten to
a great extent, while fish is a luxury dish which rarely appears
more than once a week on the menu. Although the food
in Noumea is good, and the meat of excellent quality, most
travellers are disappointed, because they expect to eat some-

